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ABSTRACT ALK rearrangement and EGFR/KRAS mutations constitute the primary biomarkers tested to
provide targeted or nontargeted therapies in advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. Our
objective was to assess the cost-effectiveness of biomarker testing for NSCLC.

Between 2013 and 2014, 843 treatment-naive patients were prospectively recruited at 19 French
hospitals into a longitudinal observational cohort study. Two testing strategies were compared, i.e. with “at
least one biomarker status known” and “at least KRAS status known”, in addition to “no biomarker
testing” as the reference strategy. The Kaplan–Meier approach was employed to assess restricted mean
survival time. Direct medical costs incurred by hospitals were estimated with regard to treatment, inpatient
care and biomarker testing.

Compared with “no biomarker testing”, the “at least one biomarker status known” strategy yielded an
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of EUR13230 per life-year saved, which decreased to EUR7444 per
life-year saved with the “at least KRAS status known” testing strategy. In sensitivity analyses, biomarker
testing strategies were less costly and more effective in 41% of iterations.

In summary, molecular testing prior to treatment initiation proves to be cost-effective in advanced
NSCLC management and may assist decision makers in defining conditions for further implementation of
these innovations in general practice.
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Introduction
Recent advances in identifying oncogenic drivers in nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) have resulted in
strategies designed to further personalise therapy for individual patients based on specific biomarker
testing with appropriate targeted or nontargeted therapies [1–3]. These therapeutic approaches referred to
anticancer therapies based on tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs). Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
gene mutations were the first targets for TKI treatment in NSCLC. Erlotinib (Tarceva) or gefitinib (Iressa),
specific EGFR TKIs, and more recently afatinib (Giotrif ) have been shown to improve progression-free
and overall survival compared with standard treatment with platinum-based chemotherapy for all NSCLC
histologies [4–6]. However, the vast majority of patients acquire resistance and show relapses to EGFR
TKIs. On the contrary, the presence of KRAS (KRAS proto-oncogene) mutation or EGFR exon 20
mutation seems to be associated with primary resistance to EGFR-TKI targeted therapy, although the
extent to which these might influence treatment selection remains somewhat unclear [7–9]. More recently,
the description of EML4 (echinoderm microtubule-associated protein like 4)–ALK (anaplastic lymphoma
kinase) fusion as a signalling pathway driver has endorsed the development of the specific TKIs crizotinib
(Xalkori) and ceritinib (Zykadia) [10]. Crizotinib showed a 61% overall response rate in pre-treated
patients with this rearrangement [11] and its superiority compared with standard first-line pemetrexed
platinum doublet chemotherapy in patients with ALK rearrangement has been recently demonstrated [12].

Recent studies comparing exposed and nonexposed patients with oncogenic drivers to the appropriate
therapy confirm the effectiveness of such “biomarker testing and treatment” strategies in improving overall
survival [13]. That said, few economic studies have been published to date assessing the cost-effectiveness
of such strategies compared with the “no testing and treatment strategy” [14–18].

The presence of EGFR/KRAS mutations and ALK rearrangements is mutually exclusive in patients, and
awareness of at least one of these molecular alterations prior to therapy initiation may help optimise the
algorithm of NSCLC management care for selecting the most effective therapeutic agents. The question of
the interest of a step-by-step approach remains relevant, in France but also in all countries that have a
testing policy in the general population. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) strategies, making a
step-by-step approach useless, are being deployed throughout the French territory and European countries,
but not everywhere at the same pace. Furthermore, this approach does not address the issue of screening
for ALK rearrangements. Finally, the diagnostic accuracy of immunohistochemistry (IHC) for ALK is not
perfect and some centres perform a validated fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) assay to confirm
negative results with ALK IHC, after getting negative results of NGS testing. By comparing routine
biomarker testing strategies with the no testing strategy in terms of their relative benefits and costs,
cost-effectiveness analyses can serve as a key element to inform decision makers and better define public
health policy [19].

To the best of our knowledge, only one single economic analysis has previously evaluated predictive
screening of biomarkers in NSCLC, using a micro-simulation model with clinical outcomes, probabilities
of disease progression and cost parameters assessed based on various sources and hypotheses [18]. The
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objective of our study was to investigate the cost-effectiveness of routine biomarkers testing prior to
initiating NSCLC treatment in common practice in a prospective patient cohort. The PREDICT.amm
study enrolled all consecutive, previously untreated, advanced-stage NSCLC patients eligible for first-line
therapy from 19 French regional thoracic oncology centres. We performed a cost-effectiveness analysis in
terms of costs borne by the healthcare system by evaluating and comparing: 1) the potential gain in
survival, and 2) the costs of testing, treatment and management care using biomarker testing strategies
versus standard of care therapy without biomarker testing.

Material and methods
Ethics statement
This study was approved by a National Ethics Committee, the French Advisory Committee on Information
Processing in Research in the Field of Health, and the National Commission of Informatics and Freedoms,
in compliance with French legislation. All subjects provided informed consent to join the study.

Study subjects
Consecutive eligible subjects aged ⩾18 years, treatment naive and affected by advanced-stage NSCLC were
recruited between January 2013 and February 2014. All patients underwent molecular profiling performed
by one of the 28 regional French National Cancer Institute-certified molecular genetics centres. The
routine molecular screening adhered to the national recommendations for advanced nonsquamous
NSCLC, including KRAS and EGFR mutations, ALK rearrangements, and two emerging biomarkers, i.e.
BRAF (B-Raf proto-oncogene) and HER2 (human EGFR2) mutations [3]. Patients presenting with other
tumour types (e.g. squamous cell and mixed histology) could be screened upon approval by their local
multidisciplinary tumour board.

Molecular analysis
First, the pathologist of each participating centre completed the IHC analysis to specify the histological
subtypes (adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, large cell carcinoma, not otherwise specified) and
provided a haematoxylin/eosin stain for molecular analysis. The strategies to identify the ALK
rearrangement in the PREDICT.amm cohort were: 1) ALK IHC first, then a validation by FISH assay for
IHC-positive cases [20], and 2) simultaneous ALK IHC and FISH testing. The molecular analysis strategies
performed in the cohort were: 1) simultaneous testing of all EGFR (exons 18–21), KRAS (exons 2 and 13),
BRAF (V600) and HER2 (exon 20) exons, and 2) targeted analysis for KRAS first, then EGFR, followed by
the confirmation of mutations using either targeted or nontargeted techniques according to the
laboratory’s experience. In the latter strategy, each of the other molecular alterations was assessed until a
mutation was found, starting with the most common (EGFR mutations) and ending with the least
frequent (HER2 mutations).

Each molecular genetics centre employed either the Sanger sequencing method or a more sensitive,
validated, allele-specific technique to assess EGFR (exons 18–21) and KRAS (exon 2) mutations [21–23].

The molecular genetics centres sent their results to each medical investigator by means of a specific data
sheet. The data were recorded and monitored by the French Cooperative Thoracic Intergroup (IFCT).

Strategies compared
Three strategies were compared, i.e. a “no biomarker testing” approach with empirical, nonguided
treatment based on clinical and pathological parameters, and two different testing strategies in which an
appropriate treatment was initiated following concurrent biomarker tests. In one such strategy, i.e. that
with “at least one biomarker testing”, the result was known at the time of first- or second-line treatment
initiation, thus leading to initiation of the most appropriate treatment, whether platinum-based
chemotherapy (cisplatin or carboplatin and docetaxel, gemcitabine, paclitaxel, pemetrexed or vinorelbine),
platinum doublet chemotherapy plus bevacizumab, nonplatinum doublet chemotherapy or TKI.
Concerning this testing strategy, patients received molecular-guided treatment based on either EGFR and
KRAS mutations or ALK rearrangement status. First- and second-line therapies were considered together
to ensure the inclusion of all patients receiving a targeted therapy, such as crizotinib based on ALK
translocation testing, in the molecular-guided treatment group. In the other strategy, i.e. that with “at least
KRAS test result known”, at the time of first-line treatment, patients received molecular-guided treatment
based on KRAS mutation testing, with either EGFR or ALK testing results for characterising patients with
tumours harbouring wild-type KRAS (on the basis of KRAS exon 2, EGFR exons 18–21 and ALK FISH
analyses). We focused on this specific testing strategy for the following reasons: KRAS mutation is the
most frequent [24] and mutations are exclusive; therefore, performing KRAS testing would potentially save
EGFR and ALK testing, and would also allow for economy of targeted therapies. The “no biomarker
testing” strategy included all patients for whom testing results were not available at the time of first- or
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second-line treatment initiation for the following reasons: tissue not available, technical failure, result not
recovered and result not available on time for the therapeutic decision, although some were found positive
later for ALK, KRAS or EGFR mutation. The “no biomarker testing” group received all conventional
treatments defined above except TKIs.

Cost and effectiveness assessment
We performed cost-effectiveness analyses based on the healthcare payer’s perspective. Incremental
cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were calculated and compared between the two groups, corresponding to
the difference in mean costs (expressed in EUR) divided by the difference in mean effectiveness (i.e. the
between-group difference in restricted mean survival time). ICERs were expressed in terms of costs per
life-year saved, in accordance with the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards
guidelines for economic evaluation [25]. Survival was calculated as the time (in months) from the date of
first-line treatment initiation to patient death due to any given cause. Patients still alive were censored at
the date of the last follow-up visit. The cut-off date was July 31, 2015, precisely 17 months after enrolling
the last patient.

The economic analysis considered all direct healthcare costs in relation to testing, treatment and
management care. All input data were collected individually and prospectively for each patient enrolled
into the study. The data included costs relating to molecular assays, TKIs, pemetrexed and bevacizumab,
acquisition and administration of chemotherapies (including inpatient stay and chemotherapy sessions), as
well as to inpatient care for managing adverse events, disease progression and NSCLC disease surveillance
(table 1).

Unit costs were obtained from the French national health insurance system and inpatient costs derived for
valuation of diagnosis-related groups (DRGs), based on 2015 hospital activity and associated expenditures
(Agence Technique de l’Information sur l’Hospitalisation: www.atih.sante.fr). As the follow-up time
horizon was short, discounting was not applied.

Statistical and sensitivity analyses
One-to-one propensity-score-matching approaches were performed in order to minimise confounding
factors in terms of survival and cost analyses owing to the study design [26]. Clinical characteristics upon
enrolment were analysed using either Kruskal–Wallis, Chi-squared, Fisher’s exact or t-tests, as appropriate,
in order to identify those characteristics that may influence cost and effectiveness outcomes. Propensity
scores were computed for each patient by means of age, sex, body mass index (BMI), tumour/node/
metastasis (TNM) stage, performance status, metastasis localisation, adenocarcinoma histology and
smoking history as covariates for sample matching in order to balance between molecular-guided
treatment groups and the “no biomarker testing” group. Mean restrictive survival time was determined via
the Kaplan–Meier method and compared using the log-rank test. Statistical significance was defined as
p<0.05. Immortal time bias was not observed in our observational cohort design as cohort entry was
defined at time of first-line treatment initiation, and no statistically significant difference was observed in
length of time to diagnosis and first-line treatment steps between the two groups [27].

One-way deterministic sensitivity analyses were carried out in order to identify the main driver parameters
of the ICER. The estimate for a given parameter was altered, keeping the other parameters constant,
within a range of likely values derived from 95% confidence intervals. Tornado diagrams were drawn to
represent the maximum variation of ICER for sampling variables. A Monte Carlo micro-simulation with
10000 replications was provided in a radar screen format, where the x-axis shows the difference in
effectiveness and the y-axis shows the difference in costs between strategies. In addition, cost-effectiveness
acceptability curves were constructed to represent decision uncertainty surrounding cost-effectiveness
thresholds [28, 29]. R (www.r-project.org) and TreeAge Pro 2011 (www.treeage.com) were utilised for
statistical and sensitivity analyses, respectively.

Results
Baseline characteristics of all study patients and in matched populations
843 treatment-naive advanced NSCLC patients were enrolled into the study. Overall, 41 patients were
excluded from the analysis (protocol deviations, n=38; death, n=1; patient’s report not assessable, n=2)
(figure 1). Finally, a total of 647 patients were included in the “at least one biomarker testing” group and
compared with 155 patients in the “no biomarker testing” group. In a second analysis, all patients from
the “at least KRAS test result known” group for whom KRAS mutational status was not explored at the
time of first-line therapy (n=177) were excluded. Then, 470 patients were included in the “at least KRAS
test result known” intervention and compared with the same 155 control patients. The two groups did not
differ significantly in terms of age, sex ratio and TNM stage (supplementary table E1). The intervention
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groups exhibited significantly higher BMI and lower performance status, and displayed significantly higher
proportions of patients with never-smoker status, brain metastasis and adenocarcinoma histology, and
lower use of standard platinum doublet therapies (supplementary table E2), compared with the “no
biomarker testing” group.

Each population-based matched analysis included 306 patients (ratio 1:1) (figure 1). Demographic and
baseline clinical characteristics were well balanced between the matched groups (table 2).

Cost-effectiveness analysis on first intervention schema: at least one biomarker status known
Considering the whole PREDICT.amm cohort (n=802), mean survival time was 14.9 (95% CI 13.9–15.7)
months in the “at least one biomarker status known” group and 10.6 (95% CI 9.1–12.1) months in the “no
biomarker testing” group (figure 2a).

After matching by propensity score, the “at least one biomarker status known” strategy was still
more effective in terms of survival than the control strategy, resulting in a significantly higher
survival rate (figure 2b). A total of 0.20 life-years were saved by the “at least one biomarker status
known” strategy compared with the “no biomarker testing” strategy (12.94 (95% CI 11.1–14.5) versus
10.58 (95% CI 9.04–12.12) months, respectively; p<0.05). Its ICER was EUR13230 per life-year saved
(table 3).

Cost-effectiveness analysis on second intervention schema: at least KRAS status known upon
first-line therapy decision
The overall survival in the “at least KRAS status known” and “no biomarker testing” groups in the initial
population (n=625) and the matched study population (n=153 in each group) is shown in figure 2c and d.
Results of the effectiveness and costs of the matched analysis are given in table 3. In total, 1.93 months

TABLE 1 Unit costs (base case value and low/high value for the sensitivity analysis)

Base
case

Low High Source(s)

Biomarker testing Ministry of Health: http://solidarites-sante.gouv.fr/systeme-
de-sante-et-medico-social/recherche-et-innovation/rihnEGFR assay (per unit) 180.90 95% confidence intervals for

total costs of biomarker
testing

KRAS assay (per unit) 213.30
Translocation ALK assay (per unit) 110.70

Treatments Légifrance: www.legifrance.gouv.fr
Standard platinum therapies
(mono or doublet)
Day hospital session# (per unit) 410.87 95% confidence intervals for

total costs of standard
platinum therapies

Home care (per day) 198.8
Hospitalisation (per stay) 2947.49

Expensive molecular targeted drug
Drug acquisition¶

Pemetrexed 500 mg 1047.55 95% confidence intervals for
the total cost of standard

platinum doublet (including
expensive drugs)

Pemetrexed 100 mg 220.21
Bevacizumab 4 mL/25 mg 253.53
Bevacizumab 16 mL/25 mg 932.94
Gefitinib 250 mg 2249.48 1124.74 3374.22
Erlotinib 100 mg 1802.47 901.235 2703.705
Erlotinib 150 mg 2195.88 1097.94 3293.82
Erlotinib 25 mg 525.34 262.67 788.01
Crizotinib 200 mg 5541.19 2770.595 8311.785

Administration 370.87 95% confidence intervals for
the total cost of

administration (depending on
the number of sessions)

Inpatient care+ Healthcare system database: www.legifrance.gouv.fr;
www.scansante.fr/applications/statistiques-activite-

MCO-par-diagnostique-et-actes
Depending on the main DRG 95% confidence intervals for

the total cost of inpatient care

Data are presented as 2015 EUR. DRG: diagnosis-related group. #: including drugs and administration; ¶: public price including tax; +: adverse
drug event treatment or monitoring according to DRG.
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were saved by the “at least KRAS test result known” strategy. The ICER of the “at least KRAS test result
known” strategy compared with the “no biomarker testing” strategy was EUR7444 per life-year saved.

Sensitivity analyses
The tornado analysis (figure 3) indicated inpatient care and treatment administration costs to be the
factors significantly affecting the cost-effectiveness ratio computed when comparing the “at least one

843 treatment-naive patients 

with advanced NSCLC

41 excluded:

  38 protocol deviations

  1 death

  2 inaccessible patient reports

802

155 patients with 

"no biomarker testing"

647 patients with "at least one biomarker 

testing" at first or second line

94% (77%) EGFR tests done (at first line)

91% (73%) KRAS tests done (at first line)

60% (58%) ALK (IHC or FISH) tests done (at first line)

99% EGFR status known at first line

64% ALK status known at first line

153

153

153

First matched

analysis

Second matched

analysis

153

470 patients with "at least KRAS test result 

known" at first line

FIGURE 1 Flowchart of patients included in the cost-effectiveness analysis. NSCLC: nonsmall cell lung cancer; IHC: immunohistochemistry; FISH:
fluorescence in situ hybridisation.

TABLE 2 Patient characteristics of the propensity-score-matched study populations

“No testing” (1) “At least one biomarker
testing” (2)

“At least KRAS
testing” (3)

p-value (1)
versus (2)

p-value (1)
versus (3)

Subjects 153 153 153
Age years 63.2 (39–84) 63.4 (27–83) 63.6 (27–91) 0.809 0.670
Male 109 (71.0) 108 (70.8) 106 (69.3) >0.999 0.708
BMI kg·m–2 23.1 (12.4–36.1) 23.1 (14.2–39.0) 22.5 (13.6–39.0) 0.942 0.204
Smoking history
Never 7 (4.6) 20 (13.0) 6 (3.9) 0.02 0.941
Ex-smoker 96 (62.7) 80 (52.6) 95 (62.1)
Current smoker 50 (32.7) 53 (34.4) 52 (34.0)

Performance status
0 25 (16.3) 29 (18.8) 30 (19.7) 0.140 0.343
1 83 (54.2) 92 (60.4) 90 (59.2)
2 39 (25.5) 23 (14.9) 26 (17.1)
3 6 (3.9) 9 (5.8) 6 (3.9)

TNM stage
IA–IIIA 8 (5.2) 9 (5.8) 8 (5.2) 0.964 0.473
IIIB 13 (8.5) 14 (9.1) 11 (7.2)
IV (M1a) 27 (17.6) 24 (15.6) 18 (11.8)
IV (M1b) 105 (68.6) 106 (50.2) 116 (75.8)

Adenocarcinoma 61 (39.9) 62 (40.3) 55 (35.9) 0.907 0.480

Data are presented as n, mean (minimum–maximum) or n (%), unless otherwise stated. BMI: body mass index; TNM: tumour/node/metastasis.
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biomarker testing” and “no biomarker testing” matched groups. We found the ICER to range from
EUR5000 to EUR21500 per life-year saved when inpatient care costs were altered over their 95%
confidence interval. Increasing or decreasing the costs of gefitinib or erlotinib by 50% had less effect on
the ICER. Varying prices for biomarkers testing had only a minor effect on the ICER. To a lesser extent,
all other cost parameters also affected the ICER.

Based on the Monte Carlo simulation, 41.0% of iterations (cost–effect pairs) were located in the southeast
quadrant, where the “at least one biomarker status known” intervention would be considered dominant
with lower costs and higher effects (figure 4a). However, the scatter plots show a wide variation in the
bootstrap estimates. Similarly, the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve indicates that the intervention was
cost-effective in 60% of simulations, at EUR50000 per life-year saved (figure 4b), indicating that there was
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some uncertainty associated with the decision regarding cost-effectiveness. In the analysis based on KRAS
mutation status, the testing strategy strictly dominated the “no biomarker testing” strategy in 43% of cases,
being cost-effective at EUR50000 in 58% of simulations (figure 4c and d).

Discussion
Targeted therapies prove effective in patients with specific genetic tumour alterations and it is now well
recognised that appropriate patient selection is required. Current European and US guidelines recommend
that patients affected by advanced NSCLC receive more individualised therapies based on clinical,
histological and molecular results in clinical practice [2, 3]. Accordingly, the results from the present study
conducted in France show routine molecular testing before first- or second-line treatment initiation to be
correlated with better survival and limited additional costs. More specifically, our results demonstrate that
a strategy assessing the three main genomic alterations (EGFR/KRAS mutations and ALK rearrangement)
in advanced NSCLC all-comers, followed by appropriate therapies, either targeted TKI therapies or
standard chemotherapy care, is cost-effective compared with a “no biomarker testing” approach along with
standard care. With the maximum ICER per life-year saved lying below EUR14000 in the standard case,
the testing strategies in question proved cost-effective and are correlated with better ICERs than most
cost-effectiveness studies conducted to date in the field of biomarkers testing for lung cancer patients. Such
studies, investigating either the testing of one single biomarker [14, 30] or multiple biomarkers [18, 31],
never resulted in an ICER below USD30000 (EUR26400) per life-year saved or quality-adjusted life-year
saved. That said, the sensitivity analyses suggest that there is some uncertainty associated with this
decision.

In France, public authorities do not refer to a cost-effectiveness threshold to recommend implementation
of innovations or to justify reimbursement to manufacturers. The World Health Organization refers to a
threshold based on gross domestic product (GDP), an innovative strategy being cost-effective in a
developed country with an ICER below three times the GDP per head and very cost-effective with an
ICER less that the GDP per head [32]. The French GDP in 2015 was EUR38000 per head, which is well
above our base case and worst case ICERs.

Our analysis also revealed that varying the costs of biomarker testing over a plausible population data
range did not significantly affect the ICER, whereas the costs of inpatient care and TKI treatment exerted
the greatest impact on the cost-effectiveness ratios. Resistance to TKI ultimately developed in almost all
patients, although second- and third-generation TKIs have been developed to counteract first-line TKI
resistance in EGFR- and ALK-driven NSCLC. Future cost-effectiveness models should thus incorporate a
new algorithm for post-treatment monitoring including rebiopsy or circulating tumour DNA into the
algorithm for testing and treating patients.

As molecular events are generally exclusive, this study emphasises a cost-effective “testing and treatment”
algorithm based on “at least one biomarker testing”. Interestingly, the “testing and treatment” algorithm

TABLE 3 Clinical and economic outputs for matched analysis

“No testing” (1) “At least one biomarker
status known” (2)

“At least KRAS status
known” (3)

p-value (2)
versus (1)

p-value (3)
versus (1)

Effectiveness
Survival months 10.58 (9.04–12.12) 12.94 (11.10–14.49) 12.51 (10.91–14.10) 0.041 0.082
PFS months 6.38 (5.26–7.51) 6.58 (5.61–7.54) 6.91 (5.83–7.99) 0.578 0.400

Costs EUR
Diagnosis 36 (14–58) 513 (497–530) 529 (519–541) <0.001 <0.001
Administration plus standard
chemotherapy#

4527 (4049–5006) 5445 (4969–5920) 5471 (4972–5971) 0.002 0.003

Hospital expensive drugs¶ 1664 (804–2523) 1908 (1175–2640) 1774 (1187–2361) 0.014 0.007
Targeted treatment+ 805 (449–1160) 2785 (1732–3838) 2188 (1072–3304) 0.001 0.013
Inpatient care§ 10012 (8402–11623) 8995 (7684–10307) 8276 (6947–9605) 0.439 0.084

Total costs EUR 17045 (14861–19228) 19647 (17651–21644) 18239 (16118–20360) 0.006 0.133
ICER EUR 13320ƒ 7444##

Data presented as mean (95% CI) or n, unless otherwise stated. PFS: progression-free survival; ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.
#: carboplatin or cisplatin in monotherapy or associated with gemcitabine, vinorelbine, docetaxel, etoposide or paclitaxel; ¶: pemetrexed
(Alimta) and bevacizumab (Avastin); +: gefitinib (Iressa), erlotinib (Tarceva) and crizotinib (Xalkori); §: for managing adverse events, disease
progression and nonsmall cell lung cancer disease surveillance; ƒ: ICER (2) versus (1); ##: ICER (3) versus (1).
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Inpatient care: control group (lower–upper CI)

Inpatient care: intervention group (lower–upper CI)

Hospital expensive drugs: intervention group (lower–upper CI)

Hospital expensive drugs: control group (lower–upper CI)

Standard chemotherapy: control group (lower–upper CI)

Standard chemotherapy: intervention group (lower–upper CI)

Erlotinib (–50% to +50%)

Gefitinib (–50% to +50%)

Crizotinib (–50% to +50%)

Diagnostic (95% CI)

Cost drivers
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FIGURE 3 Tornado diagrams. CI: confidence interval; ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. a) “At least one biomarker testing” versus “no
biomarker testing”. b) “At least KRAS status known” versus “no biomarker testing”.
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FIGURE 4 Incremental cost-effectiveness scatter plots and acceptability curves in the matched populations. a) Incremental cost-effectiveness
scatter plot of sensitivity analysis and b) acceptability curves for “at least one biomarker” versus “no biomarker testing”. c) Incremental
cost-effectiveness scatter plot of sensitivity analysis and d) acceptability curves for “at least KRAS status known” versus “no biomarker testing”.
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based on “at least KRAS testing” proved more cost-effective. While a step-by-step biomarker testing
approach was not recommended in France, priority was given to KRAS testing by some centres in the
PREDICT.amm cohort. The Biomarkers France study has shown that the presence of KRAS genetic
mutations in French patients with NSCLC is of the order of 29% [1]. To start with KRAS mutation testing
appears to be a relevant strategy to optimise the mutually exclusive relationship between KRAS, EGFR
and ALK alterations. Indeed, this approach allows much greater cost savings by avoiding unnecessary
testing over the patient’s lifetime. This result is particularly relevant in countries where the step-by-step
testing approach is the intervention of reference and where the cost of biomarkers is mainly borne by the
patient.

That said, the risk inherent to this comparatively cost-effective approach would be an increased proportion
of patients displaying an unknown oncogenic driver prior to starting first-line treatment due to excessive
turnaround time for obtaining the second set of molecular analyses (EGFR and ALK) [1, 33]. Another risk
would be not to identify multiple molecular alterations observed in ∼1% of patients and involving KRAS
mutations in 67% of them. In these mutant KRAS cases, an association with an EGFR mutation or an ALK
rearrangement may be observed, which could benefit from a targeted therapy, although less effective in
this setting [34].

Thus, up-to-date cost-effectiveness analyses of biomarker testing alternatives yield useful information
about the relative interest of future testing approaches. For example, ROS1 (ROS proto-oncogene 1)/
crizotinib and BRAFV600/dabrafenib plus trametinib emerge as promising biomarker/therapy couples
[35, 36], underscoring the potential role of targeted multigene panels in diagnosis and increasing the
number of potential molecular events to search for. Finally, the development of NGS strategies, optimised
for formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded and small size samples, could prove to be of assistance in order to
validate multigene testing strategies in a routine setting [37, 38]. Evolution of such complex genomic
research, enabling multiple concurrent analyses on hundreds of genes, could bear a nonnegligible financial
impact, i.e. a potential decrease in costs with NGS versus an increase in costs with circulating DNA
monitoring. Recent studies have evaluated the cost-effectiveness of genomic sequencing testing, using
mainly decision model approaches [39–41]. Although the patient populations differed among such studies,
the overall results showed that compared with “no biomarker testing” or “single biomarker testing”, NGS
yielded high cost-effectiveness ratios, exceeding USD100000 (EUR88000) per quality-adjusted life-year
saved. This thus equates to an ICER over three times the French GDP per head. Our study, as well as most
of the cost-effectiveness studies on the diagnosis and treatment of NSCLC patients, showed that treatment
costs have a major impact on the global costs of the test-and-treat strategies. By identifying more
targetable targets, NGS can result in an increased use of targeted therapies, inducing higher treatment
costs. Therefore, it is hard to estimate the future cost impacts of NGS technology, which will depend on
the availability of targeted therapies and the reduction in unitary NGS cost and treatment prices. Although
NGS appears to be well suited for the molecular characterisation of a growing number of biomarkers in
advanced cancer, it is likely that clinicians will use a combination of both step-by-step and NGS strategies
in the coming years.

One limitation exhibited by our study is the nonrandomised design. However, we proposed a cohort
design in which the “no biomarker testing” group was nested in the prospective cohort for the perspective
of the medico-economic analysis. Indeed, all newly diagnosed advanced NSCLC patients in whom an
anticancer treatment was initiated for the first time during the study period and followed in the clinical
departments participating in the PREDICT.amm project were notified to the study coordinator and
therefore included in the study cohort. This point was crucial from the methodological point of view as it
avoids the biases associated with a “before” versus “after” approach or with a historical cohort. In addition,
our design induced no change in medical practice. Finally, using propensity score matching reduced the
potential persistent biases of absence of randomisation. Another limitation is the short follow-up period.
Generally, to compensate for the constraints of limited study duration, probabilities of disease progression
and costs were extrapolated over the course of a patient’s lifetime based on data from literature and
derived hypotheses. That said, such a model approach could entail potential sources of bias (stemming
from hypotheses) and final results could differ from the observed clinical practice (not based on
prospective, observational population data). In fact, several studies have demonstrated that a 2-year
follow-up period proves sufficiently long to capture the major health and economic consequences
presented by metastatic cancer [18, 42]. It should be noted that 80% of our study patients died before the
end of the 2-year follow-up period.
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